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Black speaker indicts
using race as 'crutch'
our race by Caucasians.
"The term 'black' has riot meaning,
no depth. To say that one is bla~k 1
UCF's Black Awareness ,Month was means nothing," he explained.
Deen said the AMM believes the
opened with a forceful speech by
term
'black' should be replace by -the
Muslim leader Iman · Shamsjd-Deen,
Muslim
word 'Bilali~n.'
charging that American blacks use
"Most
Bilalians are not black. Most
their race as a "crutch."
·
Caucasians
are not white. It is childish
Deen, speaking at the Student Center
to
refer
to
a
race of human beings as a
Wednesd.ay, is the lea~er of the Orla,n-.
part
of
the
color
spectrum.
do Chapter of the American Muslim
Deen
explained
that the push for
Mission.
universal
recognition
for the term
"The shackles have been off for a
'Bilalian'
began
in
1975
when Warith
great deal of ·time Deen said in a
Deen
Mohammed
took
over
the reigns
Future interview. "One should take
the
('then)
"Nation
of
Islam."
Warith
of
his own destiny in his hands and stop
changed the extremist organization to
crying to the government. All
today's moderate AMM .
AID;ericans are free now."
"Before Warith became the Imaan
· Deen, a 1975 UCF graduate, s~id
The "?lack ident~ty crisis" was addressed by Imam Shamsidblacks needed federal programs like (spiritual leader) of our organization Deen in his appearance opening UCF Black Awareness Month .
Kevin Mason/Future
Affirmative Action to help them compete in a predominately. white world,
"but blacks should not be dependent
on govei;nment.
"We as American blacks tend to
believed that we are not American
man to usurp her editorial powers.
citizens-rather, wards of the govern- by Laura Hoffman
Her letter accused Marchena of attempting "to take over
ment."
.
Edlter In Chief
the yearbook staff to function .in their various duties." JohnDeen claims the reason for this sense
son would not agree to be interviewed,. saying she preferred
of dependency lies in what he terms
Faltering behind schedule in ad sales, page layout and
her position be expressed through her letter published this
"the black identity crisis."
photo copy, the yearbook must now look for a new editor.
week.
Due to conflicts in leadership, chairman of the yearbook
"In the '30s and '40s we · wern
Marchena said his job is "to see to it that the yearbook is a
'colored.' In the '50s we were and S_tudent Body Vice President Marcos Marchena sent financial success."
'negroes.' Now the prevalent term is recommendation to Student Body President James Blount
"I don't know anything about creativity but I give my
'black.' All these terms, though ac- requesting the dismissal of the editor Kathleen Johnson and opinion when it's asked for," Marchena.said.
cepted by most blacks, were given to reorganization of the staff. Johnson was dismissed Wed~'If something is not in the best interest of the business side
nesday.
of
the yearbook, then I'll overripe it," he said.
"There is a month and a half before the final deadline and
Last
year's editor Laura Sorrenti requested that a yearthe yearbook is . nowhere near being half finished," Marchena said . "It became evident to me that Kathleen did not book chairman be provided by ·SC. Blount appointed Marhave the ability to properly organi:ze for the ·Completion of chena to. the position; with Sorrenti's recommendations.
Marchena .said he will make his recommenit."
dations
to
Blount by next week for Johnson's
Prior to her dismissal , Johnson submitted a letter to the
replacement. "Due to the emergency circumstances, apFuture announ cing her decision to resign. She criticized
cannot
be
accepted
for
the
Marchena , charging he used his position as yearbook chair- plications
page 5

by Mike ~riffin
Future staff

Yearbook behind schedule;· loses editor

IN THE
FUTURE
Winning ways
From a stunning victory-over ·
Rollins the UCF Knights went
on to trounce Biscayne, defending their third place national
ranking. See page 11.

Motivation
Coach Torchy Clark explained how he gets his players' best
in a class on .Motivational Communication. See page 5

Shak~

Guard Jim Beachum

As its first production of
Shakespeare in five years, the
UCF theater troupe is opening
th e
1981
season
with
"Tempest." See page 8.

Foreign students respond
.to calls for their ouster
by Mike LaHerty

I

st4dents, then I agree completely ."Shirley also said students 'in
good
academic standing should be
Some international students at UCF
. allowed to stay in and moves should be
say they understand the position of
made only if there is a space problem,
those advocating limiting foreign
not as a political move.
enrollment, but said they do not
The Iranian students insisted upon
believe it will solve overcrowding
anonyn;iity because they believed the
problems.
Sentinel Star treated them unfairly in a
The Future asked · for international
recent article and a Charley Reese
· student opinion concerning the
column,
petition received by President Trevor
However, one student said articles
Colbourn requesting the ousting of
which contain anti-revolutionary
Iranian and "hostile" internationa~s .
statements are cut out by radical
One Iranian student said he thought
Iranjans and sent back to . Iran,
the American public has a right to feel
resulting in recriminations against
this way . The student, who asked to be
relatives.
identified by his first name--Kamran,
Two Iranian engineering . students
said it is not fair to kick out students
agreed that their expulsion would acwho maintain aqequate grade point
complish nothing. One said, '-'Suppose
averages and comply with imthey kick out 170 Iranian students.
migration laws.
What are they going to do next year
Girvan Shirley, a Jamacian jourwhen there's no more Iranians to kick
nalism major, said, "If it's a q!Jestio!1
out?" He added, "I don't know why
of limiting the number of.international
they don't look at people as individuals
students to give .Priority to Flor.ida
and not as a g~oup. '"
.
FuturestJH

Page2
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Students to.represent Afghanistan
by Lynn Whiting
Future st.ff

· Ten UCF'~tudents will pay their own
way to represent Afghanistan at a
mock United Nations General
Assembly held in New York City April
15-19.
· Dr. Robert Bledsoe, acting ,director
of the UCF International Studies
. Center, said he has encouraged the
students to join an estimated 1,200
students from · -1 50 United States
universities.
Each school is assigned a country

whose interests they will represent.
Afghanistan is a major point on the
agenda of the General Assembly
Plenary and will be represented in five
committee meetings.
· "It is like a lesson in history and
economics," one student said.
"We get together as a group once a
week to discuss the problems of
Afghanistan," said Lisa Snow, a senior
political science major. "We discuss
the Soviet invasion and the poverty in
Afghanistan," she said, '.' and we try to
understand their religjous and cultural
influences."

Janet Rowton, a junior, who plans a
career in international banking or
working with the state department.
Bledsoe said Central Florida is
rapidly becoming an international
trade center.
Bob Hendry, president of the International World Trade Council, in
Orlando said one-fifth of all jobs in
Central Florida in 1985 will be worldtrade oriented.
Students interested in attending the
mock U.N. Assembly should contact
Robert Bledsoe as soon as possible at
his office in Lib 255.

"Afghanistan, as a country, is not so
·important," V~ronica Bocco, political
science major said, "but it is in a
strategic_location."
.A country of many languages and
tribes, Afghanistan is the northeast
portion of the Iranian Plateau which
linked ancient trade routes from India
and -China to the Middle East ·and the
Persian Gulf .
"After many centuries Russia is still
trying to secure a warm water port on
the Persian Gulf," Bocco said
"Most of the people going are interested in international law," said

· Thank you

State provides special telephone
, Students at UCF with hearing and ple ;ith hearing or speech impairments
speech impairments will have a special to communicate similarly to
telephone available to them starting people who use conversational phones.
this week, courtesy of the state
To use the device, a number is dialed
legislature's Auxiliary Trust Fund.
on a telephone and the receiver is put
Louise Frederici, director of han- into a coupling device. Messages are
dicapped student services, hopes the typed on a keyboard similar to a
Telecommunications Device for the typewriter's .
Deaf will be ready soon. She said the
The $1,000 device looks like a large
device, known as a TD.Q, enables peo- ·calculator. It ·converts electrical

signals into words, which appear on a
print-out.
TDD systems do not work with
regu1ar phone lines so a special
telephone Iine will have to be insta'lled.
"Anyone who needs to use it can, for
university · business," said Frederlci.
The TDD will be available from 8 a.m.
to 5 p .m. in AD 266 Monday through
Friday.

The staff of the Office of Student Financial Aid would like to
thank the students of UCF for
their p~tience and assistance over
the past few weeks. Thresholds of
frustration are generally very
low, especially when dealing
with the purse strings of others.
The calm demeanor of students
over the past few weeks has
helped expediate corrections that
were necessary.

THE HAIR SHOP .
Precision ·style Cut $ 7 .00
Full Service Salon '

Walk-Ins Welcome
10509 E. Colonial Dr.
(Winn Dixie Center)
UN-ION PARK

:a
•

282-1700
Daily 9-5 Tues. & Thurs. til 8

THE STUDENT CENTER
of the
University of Central Flor.ida
Presents

-. -S1-.ag_e_d-an-d-0-ir-ec-le-d-by._ .

~

Kenneth D. Lawson

PROh1st:S,
P'RfJMISES
0

,

•

Book by

Based on the screenpla;'THE

Mus ic

NEIL SIMON

APARTMENT"by BILLY WILDER and I. A:L. DIAMOND

BURT BACHARACH

:y.

Lyrics by

HAL DAVID

Cabaret Performances

· February 12, 13, 18, 19
UCF Stu. Free w/UCF ID Gen. Pub. $ 4.50
Curtain 8:15 p.m. ·vcAR
Dinner Theather
February 14, 20, 21

UCF Stu. $5.50

Gen. Pub. $9.50

Buffet from 6:4~ to 7:45

for Table Reservations 275-2633

1
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Lake Claire to re-open
after $25,000 facelift
UCF's Lake Claire recreation facility is scheduled to reopen in early

March: after its $25,000 facelift.
Labor for the Student Governmentfunded project was supplied by
~mployees of UCF's Physical Plant.
According to Mike Spinnato, head of
the plant's alterations and im- ·
provements division, "The free labor
saved the SC over $35,000." .
He said the new additions include
three picnic pavilions, a barbecue pit,
outside showers and new restroom
facilities. Electrical service was extended to the area , allowing the installation
of new electric lights.

SG

The most interesting improvement
was "imported" especially for the
Lake Claire project according -to SC
Vice President M~rcos Marchena: ''We
brought in 425 tons of white beach
sand ·to go la~eside."
He added that construction will soon
begin on another SC project--the outdoor study area. The area will be
located between the Humanities and
Fine·Arts Building and the library.
The facility will . consist of a patio
with several tables, Marchena said.
Funding for the project was supplied
by SC at a cost of $16,000.

shedding light

by Dana Treen
Future staff

Student Government is considering
an appropriation of up to $20,000 to .
finance two campus lighting projects.
One project, the retrofitting of parking lot lighting fixtures, would cost
$15,000 and improve visibility by 34
percent, while cutting energy costs by
22 percent. The second project, costing
$5,000, would provide for lighting

parking lots, bike-paths

along the bike path on Pegasus Urive.
The proposal to appropriate the
funds was sent to the Organizations,
Appropriations and Finance Committee for further study at the last SC
meeting.
The OAF is studying the possibility
of splitting the cost of new lighting
.with the university , said SC president
James Blount. He added that although
SC has around $65,000 left in
unallocated reserves, replenishing of
the fund will be difficult because of re-

cent enrollment restrictions.
Concerning new lighting for the bike
path, Blount said, "It looks like the
$ 5, 000 is going to fly." He added that
it would take two to three weeks to appropriate the funds and get the p"roject
underway. Final decision on the appropriation will be made Tuesday, he
said.
The $15,000 sum will pay for
replacing the present mercury vapor
bulbs now in use for campus lighting
with hig~-pressure sodium bulbs that

use less electricity and provide greater
illumination.
Michael Spinnato, campus engineer,
said the most important consideration
for installing the high-pressure sodium
bulbs is safety. "For example, you can
see every little ·thing in a parking lot.
With these lights there is no glare, so
visibility is greatly enhanced, f' he said
Spinnato said another advantage of
the high-pressure sodium lamps. "If we
do go for this we won't need floodlights
Lighting, page 6
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Covere·d pavilions will be one of the -new faci~ities ava:ilable
to . students returning to Lake Claire in the spring. PamGlmson/Future·

SOLDBYPIBETAPHI .
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l
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1. How far would you drive to save 2¢
.·
on.a gallon of gas?
2. How far would yoti drive to save 8¢
.I
ori a gall~n of gas?
I
3. We are saving 20¢ on each gallon of gas
we put in our moto·r home!
§
4. We are saving 18¢ on each gallon of gas
~
we put in our Thunderbird!
.5. HOW? CALL 365-5328
.

·

.1

I
SNACK BAR BREE.Z EWAY
I
FEB. 9-13 10AM-2PM . . . I
§
I
I
I
~11111111111111#111111111111111111..I

PARK AVENUE

HAIR DESIGNERS

HAIRCUTS Ltd.
· ·wi.t h this ad
••••••$ 9
Official Salon for

.SASSOON

:~::nr:ando Beauty TRAINED
532 S; Park Ave.

~TYLISTS

MON.SAT. 10-6

f.or AppointmPnt call

645-3665

·EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION
HAS ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT.
Man learned.·at a very early age that good ideas have to be
heard to be effective. So he devised his own method of
·getting those ideas across. Today, on the job ... or in
school, communication remains a vital part of our world.
Which is exactly what we 'll be talking about in the upcoming issue of "Insider" -the free supplement to your coll_ege newspaper frorTJ Ford.
We'll tell you ho~ to improve your communication skills

· . ~.from writing term papers and doing oral presentations,
. to communicating with friends , parents and persons of ·
authority. And whether you're looking for an internship or
a full-time job, we've got loads of info to help you get there.
With tips on how to write a persuasive resume, handle an
interview·gracefully, use the telephone effe<;:tively, and
much more.
Check out the next issue of "Insider," and while you're looking, be sure to check out Ford's great new lineup for 1981.
Including Escort, the new world car that's built in America
to take on the world .

Free Parking in Rear

FORD
FORD DIVISION

gh£boc
(0'@/inic
628-0405
Toll FrE>E'

800-4 . ~ 2- 5249

l'I n SICl.\:0-: \I \:'\.\(;ED
E~T\Hl.ISllEI> I \li :I

Look for "Insider" - Ford's
continuing series of college
~......--..:i:i!!!!_,.-- newspaper supplements.
-·~~_,

P~ge4
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Engineers F-a ir

Psychology Club -

Financial
Aid

The' Psy('hology dul~ at UCF nt'<'ili;
Opening ceremonies for the annual
students
to donate any games they can
Engineers' Fair will start at 11 a.m.
spare(Monopoly,
chess, etc.) to the
Feb. 18 and feature an unusual ribbonteen-agers
involved
in the Youth
cutting device designed by students. ·
'Development
Program
of Thee Door.
This year's three-day fair will inClub members ~ill be stationed in
elude egg-dropping and bridge
building competitions on Feb. 19. The · Steven Powell, director of choral ac- front of the Knight's Den from 10 a.m.
following day will be devoted to com- tivities at UCF, will appear in the to 2 p.m. Wednesday to accept donapetition in similar contests by area Faculty Artist Series at 3 p.m. Feb. 1S tions.
high school students.
· in the music rehearsal hall.
Student projects will be displayed in
Po~ell received his Master of Choral
UCF alumni and guests ~ur invitPd
the Engineering Building along with Conducting Degree at th~ University of
to
a pre-ganw warm up party pr ior to
exhibits from .g overnment agencies and Indiana. He has appeared in recitals,
tht' Knights' baskf'tball game against
private industry. Awards fo 11 the best concerts, and operas in various parts of
th<' Florida Institute of Trchnology
:projects in several categories will be the United States, and is a"ctive in Fridav .
·given Feb. 28 at the Holiday Inn on In- directing and singing in musical .
The party ~tarts at 5:30 p.m. in the Stuternational Drive.
theater.
dent Union at FIT in Melbourne and
· The public is invited to attend the , Dr. Gary Wolf, chairman of the
fair and tour the Engineering Building UCF Music Depa-rtrnent, will assist on will include a cash bar.
The game begins at 7:30 p.m. in the
from 9 a.m . t~> 5 p.m . Feb 18-20
Eiano.
FIT .gym.
_
_
The public is invited to attend.
There is $2 donation at the door to
benefit th~ UCF Music Scholarship
The Beta Alpha Psi accounting fraterFund.
nity will offer assistance to persons
. The Bethune Cookman College
submitting tax forms 1040 or 1040A
Gospel Choir will appear in concert at --Ma-rgaret Stalla, field auditor with this· year. The service is free and
"12:30 p.m. Tuesday ·in the SCA.
the Internal ~evenue Service, will available at the second-floor informaThe choir's .program will be in speak about''Opportunities w~th the tion booth of thr Administration
recognition of Black History Month by IRS," to the Student Accounting Socie- Building. Accounting majors will h<'lp ·
UCF's Black Student Union.The con- ty at noon Wednesday in ED 125 . . prepare forms from 10 a.m. to 3 p.in.
.cert is open to t_he public.
Students are invited.
Monday through Wednesday, and Friday.
by Dave Mitchell
Nor~_!i.n tluJ Armadillo·

Artist Series

The Business and Professional
Women's Foundation is sponsoring a schol a rship to women
who are at least 25 years old ,
citizens of the United States and
who are studying in one of
several high growth fields . ,
Applicants must have a need
for financial assistance and undertake trainiilg to be completed
within 24 months.
- -Scholarships range from $I 00 ·
to $1,000 with average awards
between 1 200 and ssoo.
Applications are available between
February 15 and April 15.
Loans to women who wish to
pursue course work toward a
Masters
in
Business
Administration are being offered
jointly by the BPWF and Sears,
Roebuck and Co. Appli cants
must be United States citizens.
Loans r~ ngl' from $ 500 to
$2 ,500 prr a ca elem ic yea r.
amount of the loa n per person
may not exeC'ec!° $S,OOO. IntC' r<'st ..
on the loan 1s I percent per year ,
beginning imm edia tely upon
completion of the progra m. Appli ca ti ons a re ava il a ble now w ith
a Mav 15 d<'a dl in<'.
Fo r fu rther info rm ation on
ei ther of these programs, contact
the F ina ncia l Aid offi ce a t UCF
or send a 'stamped, self addressed
envelope to:
Bus iness a nd ·
Profess io"nal Wo men's Foun2012
Massachusetts
dati on,
Avenue, N.W ., Washington, D.C.
20036.

1

Alumni party

1

.Tax help'offered

Gospel .choir_

Accounting SocietY

1
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Speaker

from page 1

we taught a doctrine of hate," Deen explained. "Our doctrine was the whites
were devils a·nd the blacks were gods.
The muslim movement has changed
180 degrees from that direction.
· "W arith aligned our movement with
the orthodox Moslem world. We are
not Black Muslims. We are Muslims."
He emphasized that Muslims are a ·
part of the Islamic religion worshiping
Allah and recognizing the Mohammed
of 1400 years ago as his prophet.
Deen said the civil rights movement
has failed to change since the 1960s.
"The Bilalian has . been taught since
birth tl~at he is inferior. This is not
necessarily the fault of caucasian
racism.
"Since he is old enough to pray the
child is taught that God· is a white
male. This meant that the Bilalian is
taught to worship the Caucasian. We
believe that God has no color. God is
not a man--he is an entity.
"Education is the key ·to civil
rights," he said. "Both Caucasians and
Bilalians have been taught in school
through history classes that the black
role in American history was a small
one. This tends to make the whites feel
that the blacks have been 'hangers on'

... .....

rather that a . productive force in
America.
"The · black has been taught that the
whites will take care of him. Ignorance
through a lack of education is the
.
cause of racism."
Deen compared the civil rights
movement to "weeding a garden" .rlf
you just pull up the weeds and forget
about the roots the weeds will come

back. "
"Poor education is the root of
racism. We can destroy the weeds of
the Ku Klux Klan and segregation, but
the root of ignorance must be
destroyed."
The AMM position on civil rights
has changed considerably since the
militant 60s. "Equal rights should be
achieved .by educational and religious

means not politic~lly." Deen said. "'If
it be the will of God, then it will .happen. Man can not do it alone. We must
ask for God's spiritual guidance."
Deen foresees equal rights for all
Americans in 15 to 20 years, "if the
masses are educated properly and the
Bilalians aquire their own identity and
sense of self-worth .."

Yearbook
position," Marchena said. Marchena
added that Johnson may continue to
work on the yearbook in another
capacity.
SG has allocated no money ~o the
yearbook . Its revenue comes from the
sale of advertisements · and yearbooks.
'However, Marchena said that if the
yearbook is unable to meet all of its
financial obligations, SC has guaran-

from page I
teed to pick UR the tab.
The yearbook is holding make-up
Marchena has contacted statt members from last year and he said many ·photo sessions for anyone who missed
expressed interest to help out. "I was the previous ones all next week in the
pleasantly suprised ," He said. "I've Knight's room off the cafeteria. Monseen a great amount of enthusiasm day through Wednesday is for nonfrom them."
·
seniors and Thursday and Friday is for
"There's going to be one hell of a _seniors. It will be in operation from 9
yearbook coming out in May," Mar- a.m. to 6 p.m . with a lunch break from
1 p.m. to 2 p.m .
chena said d~spite the problems.
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waa 1!)1sney World®

Valentine Party Night -·
Starring

SPINNERS .
"Working My Way Back To You"

~--~----------------~---------·

Trim 50%
Off Your Next
Cut/Style!

....

Present this coupon and sav~ 503 off the regular
price of a preci~ion cut and blow dry style .
Offer good through Feb. 28. By selected s_tylists.

A $16 VALUE FOR ONLY $8

--------------------------~--

TIERRA
"Together"

TEENA MARIE
"I Nee'd Your Louin' "

With Special Guest

CHUBBY ·CHECKER
Friday, February 13 9 p.ni. till I :30 a.m.
Plus unlimited use of all your
favorite Magic Kingdom
attractions (except Shootin'
Gallery). Advance·sale
Tickets, S9.95 per person
(SI0.95 at the gate,
. if available)

.. ·,··

Great
1-1aircuts
unltcJ.
~re

PE!rteet Haer

Colonial Plaza Shopping Center

896-2821

.£ 1981 Walt Disney Productions

Entertainment subject to
, change without notice.
Tickets limited.
On sale now at Sears,
Walt Disney World ticket
locations and Walt Disney
world Village at Lake;
Buena Vista .
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niethods of team motivation
,

by Mary Wilson .
M•na1lnc editor

When someone .asks Coach Torchy
Clark how he motivates his basketball
players into the national ranks, he is
apt to display his technique as he explains it.
Clark spoke to about 40 students in
Dr. Edgar Wycoff's Motivational
Communication course as if he were
addressing his first string players--with
unreserved honesty.
A man who emphasizes direct honesty in dealing with his team, Cl~rk
asserts, "My kids know exactly what I
think." He appeared in Wycoff's class
to provide insights info the motivational techniques of coaching.
. "We feel that a very unique area (in
motivation) is that of coaching,"
Wycoff said, noting that there are no
formal courses on the subject.

Those expecting a prepared text or
pat formula from the basketball coach
were disappointed as he opened with, ·
"I just came from basketoall practice
and I don't feel like talking." But talk
Torchy did, chalking O's and X's on
the class blackboard to emphasize his
points.
Embodying motivation as he explained it, Clark emphasized the importance of honestly criticizing a
player.
"I try to hurt people to help 'em," he
said. "If you've got .bad breath arid
you're gonna lose the girl, I'll tell you.
"I like to holler at somebody, bawl
'em out and put ·'em back in the ball
gameL" he said.
However, T orchy' s honesty stops
short of humiliating his players.
"Discipline is love," he asserts .
"You gotta have compassion or you're
done."

When 80 you lean on a team? Never
when it's losing, according to Torchy.
"The best time to coach is when you're
winning," he said . "When people start
losing, lay off!"
Though Clark. has a championship
team, he limits his expectations.
"I try to be realistic," he said. "All
my coaching has been negative."
Clark likes to use anecdotes to
clarify his points. He compared his

Lighting

Lighting along the bike path will be
provided by approximately ten sodium
lamps, each about 42 inches tall. Spin-

euzz·.'S AUTO CENTER

For Moll Pa9111111r Can
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nato said that the light posts will provide a subdued light along the path.
High-pressure sodium· bulbs provide
greater illumination while using less
electricity. Mercury vapor lamps in
'use now draw 205,285 and 455 watts
depending on the size of lamp. The
sodium lamps respectively draw only
130, 185 and 320 watts.

Reconditioned Radiators in S.k
t.P'"

~
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to accent such 'things as the Administration Building." High-pressure
sodium lamps provide enough illumination without the need for additional spotlights.

"LOW PRICES"

Jt

negative approach to the positive approach of UCF football coach Don
Jonas.
Torchy said if he received a roomful
of gifts for Christmas he would immediately start speculating on how
long it would be before they broke.
Jonas, if he received a roomful of horse
manure, just "might'. happily dig
through it, hoping to find the pony inside,Clark said.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS'
LOUNGE
l:OO P.M.-3:00P.M.
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July 5, 1981- July 12, 1981
Visiting Nassau, San Juan, and St. Croix
Rate: $475.00 per person based on four to a
cabin. Price includes roundtrip chartered
bus with open bar, accommodations onboard the Mardi Gras, all taxes, all tips, all
meals :.. at least 5 a day, all entertainment.
onboard, open bar private cocktail party
onboardJhe ship. Also full casino onboar.d.
Make reservations now. Space is limited!
Deposit due 2/12/81

su·N-TRAVEL
831-6650
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Skoglund to lead group in Yucatan tour
by Judy Wall

available in which t,he options include
taking a bus to other nearby sites, going to the beach, exploring the counWant to go to Mexico?
tryside or shopping in local markets.
During spring break Margaret
The Merida Art Tour includes air
Skoglund,a UCF professor of art
fare, lodging, transfers and guided bus
history, will be taking a group from
tours for $495. A one-hour university
her Art of Mexico class and any other
credit in Mexican Art is also being ~of
interested individuals on a cultural
fered for those students who fulfill the
tour of the ancient middle American
· necessary requirements.
Mayan empire in the Yucatan area of
Two years ago SJcoglund took a
MexicQ.
·
group to Mexico City to study Mexican
The group will leave from Orlando,
art. Last year she took a group to New
with the trip lasting six days and five
York City to study 20th Century art.
nights. It includes a city tour of
Of the Yucatan trip, Skoglund said, "It
Merida, where accomodations will be
is exciting to see the art and architecat the Merida Mission Hotel. Skoglund
ture as it emerges from the jungle
said Merida is one of the oldest and Pyramid of the Sun at the ancient Aztec center, Teotihuacan.
because then one sees the art in context
largest cities in Yucatan, featuring
and catches something of the mystique
buildings of the 16th century Sp~nish and Chichen Itza. The three sites are temple support. The Nunneries were of this ancient people."
Colonial Baroque ~rchitecture .
famous for ancient Mayan ruins.
Interested individuals should imnamed by the Spanish for the
Also scheduled are visits to the an.El Castilo, or "The Castle" is a tall, buildings' convent-like appeal.
mediateiy contact Skoglund at ext
. cient Mayan centers of Uxmal, Kabah steep pyramid used by the M<:!yans as a
There · will also be a free .day 2676 or Executive Travel at 628-1556 .
F&erestafl

-

Florist's ·relay . bouquets for Valentine's Day
by Rob Scheiderer

The Blooming Florist, 1444 N. Pine
Hills Road, is featuring a Three-Heart
Bouquet consisting of cut flowers in~
As Valentine's Day approaches, area eluding daisies and porn-porns, for
florists are gearing up for the annual $17. 50. The bouquet comes in a
·rush on flowers for that special so- special metal container and includes a
meone.
·heart-shaped pendant necklace. Also
The following are sampl~s of some featured is the Sweetheart Nosegay-a
shops' holiday specials.
mix of spring flowers--for $12.50.
FutureStaff

.

Cleveland Ballet puts revue
on Orlando stage tomorrow

The College Park Florist, 2118
Edgewater Drive, is offering the FfD
Hearts and Flowers arrangem-ent for
$ 17.50. As a special for UCF students
with valid school l.D.'s, a bud vase
with a carnation is $4.50, or with a
rose $6. There will be no delivery of
student specials.

ment. Also available is a gift of three
carnations . in a bud vase with a pink
ribbon, for· $12.50; or a Sweetheart
Bouquet of mini-pink carnations,
white daisies, .and white carnations in
a box with a necklace for $20.
Skene's in the Colonial Plaza is featuring a dozen daisies for $3.

1Caroline's, 203 N. Primrose Ave., has
bld-fashioned metal mailboxes with Buning the Florist, 1225 E. Colonial
flowers inside the door and throogh the Drive, has the FTD Hearts and Flowers
top. The price starts around $15 and arrangement and a· "Ruby Red-Footed
depends on the type and number of Compote" of pink carnations and pink
flowers selected.
·
and wqite daisies with a red .heart and
white lovebirds .

.I

Southern Ballet Theater will present
the Cleveland Ballet on its premiere
Florida tour at the Bob Carr
Municipa.l Auditorium tomorrow at 8
p.m. and Sunday· at 2 p.m.
The performance will include a
classical ballet, "Quicksilver;" a neoclassical creation, "Ontogeny," and
"US," a montage of American dance
and music,
"Ballet News" said, "In its spectacular five-year history, Cleveland
Ballet has gained national attention as
one of the fastest-growing and most exciting new troupes in the country."

Although SBT turned into a professional company two years ago, part of
the Performing Arts Company of
Florida, Inc., it has not . received
enough public response from the community in the way of ticket sales and
denations to bring itself out of a
deficit, according to SBT business
manager Vickey Bell.
She said . there are several alternatives for the company, but folding is
not one of them. "We are here, and we
are here to stay," she said of the company.

Pollock's Florist, 73 E. Colonial Drive,
is featuring the FTD Hearts and
Flowers arrangement as well as the
special Teleflorisf Valentine arrange-

UCF Marketing Association ·
sponsors Valentine dance
The UCF Marketing Association will
hold its second annual Valentine's Day
dance Thursday to benefit the
American Heart Association.
"In the Heart of the Night" will be
held in the Park Avenue Club,
Highway 441 from 8 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Door prizes include a trip for two to
the Bahamas, dinner for two at Bennigan's, Le Cordon Bleu, the Melting
Pot and five other ~estaurants, records,
and one case of champagne from Big C
Lounge.
·

The organization with the largest
number of prepurchased tickets will be
awarded:
first ·prize-one keg of Lite beer, one
keg holder, and a tap.
second prize--one keg of Lite beer ·
third prize--one keg of Lite beer
Club treasurer David Mosher .said
the maximum crowd Park Avenue can
accommodate is 1,000 people. He said
600 tickets have been sold so far :

· Besides the various donations made
by area businesses, Mosher said .UCF
art student Mike Traficanti designed
the "In the Heart of the Night"
Tickets are $3 in advance, available · billboard located along University .
at the Kiosk, Centralized Ser~ices, Boulevard.
Fashion Square and Altamonte Mall
ticket agencies, and from marketing
Also, local singer Vernon Hall was
club members. The price will be $3.50 on campus to kick off sales last month.
at the door.
"We're not sure how it's going to
turn out since it's o.n a Thursday,"
· The dress for the dance is casual. Bar· Mosher said, "but sales have been godrinks ·will cost $1 and draft beer 50 ing very well and we expect to be sold
c~nts.
out by Wednesday."

A total of $1,500 worth of prizes will
be given.

SBT's troupe in the enchanting tale of "Coppelia" last December.
SBT will present the Cleveland Ballet tomorrow and Sunday at Bob.
Carr Municipal Auditorium.

The Silver Rose Florist, 5 374 Sii ver
Star Road, is also featuring the .FID
Hearts and Flowers arrangement and
the Sweetheart Bouquet.
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On Stage
'The Tempest' storms UCF st·a ie· in Wil~ie's style
It has ·been · five. years . since · the
dramas of Wifliani Shakespeare have
been performed on the U CF c~mpus.

cian, Prospero,who with the Spirit
Ariel's assistance regains .his rightful
dukedom ·~md arranges the marriage of
his daughter to a prinee. Prospero conOpening the 1981 season !'The _ jures a storm which shipwrecks the
Tempest" promises to be one of the prince on the magician· s island of exile. ·
finest productions ever stag~d here.
Performatices will be at 8:30p.m.
Director Anne Webch said she
February 26-"28 and March 5-7. A
2:30 matinee will be performed March wanted to produce · a Shakespearean
l in the Science Auditorium. Admis- tale which is rarely presented .and
would attract a quality cast. "The
sion is free with a UCF l.D.
Tempest" has done just that. Adding to
:'The Tempest'" is the tale of a magi- the talants · pf UCF's thespians will be

actors with professional experience.
That · includes Jimmy Gaylord from
Theater on Park and Jim Sayers, who
has worked with television.
The cast includes four women and
' 11 men. They are now into the fourth
week of rehearsals. "The production has been alloted a
$2,600 budget, 'which is high for a
university production," Welsch said.

Tom Moffett from Virginia
Polytechnic University is ha11dling the
lighting design. Special costumes of the
Elizabethan -court are being designed
An extraordin~ry spectrum of by adjunct instructor Mary Ippolito.
special eff~cts will be displayed by set .
K.C. Cavone
Future Staff

'Twelfth Nig~t.' a magic number
It was really delightful'to watch the
opening of Shakespeare's "Twelfth
Night" last Thursday at the Annie
Russell Theater.
· The setting was complementary to
the theater itself while retaining the
sense of an Elizabethan stage. The play
began with lords and ladies of the
court performing an Elizabethan
dance which made a smooth transition
from the bare stage to the opening
· dialogue of the play.
"Twelfth ·Night" is a comedy of
unrequited love set in the fantasy land
of Illyria.
Viola and her twin brother are
1 separated by a shipwreck and both arrive separately in Illyria. Viola
disguises herself as a eunuch and goes
into the service of Duke Orsino, who is
in love with the Countess Olivia. When
the Duke sends the disguised Viola to
court Olivia on his behalf, Olivia falls

Van Ackerman played the role of the
despicable yet laughable Malvolio.
Fm. 7: Don Williams concert,
Director Firman Brown did not miss
any of Shakespeare's bawdiness and Lakeland Civic Center, 8 p.m..
Fm. 8: "Going in Style," movie,
There were many· strong perfor- had his actors play every bit of it to th~ ENAUD, 8:30 p.m.
manc€s given which helped to cover
hilt, which helped to visualize the
some lapses of memory by Duke Orgreat poet and dramatist's full meanf m. 8: David Brenner, comedian
sino, played by Alan Nordstrom.
ing. As one audience .member said, "I in concert, Bayfront Center Theater, St.
couldn't understand everything they Petersburg, 8 p.m.
The most outstanding performance said, but I sure knew what was going
was given by David McClure in the
on."
Fm. 8,9: H~ Williams Jr. at Bramr's
role of Feste--one of Shakespeare's .
Performances will co·n tinue on Fri- Ox00 Beach ' g p.m.
·
great clowns. McClure's ability to sing· day at 8 p.~., with two shows Feb. 14.
Feb. 12-l 4: "Promises, Promises, "
his own parts greatly added to the unimll.'>ical/comedy, SCA, curtain. at 8: 15 p.m.
For - further information, call the
ty of the shC?w.
Annie Russell Theatre box office at
Next week...
.
646-2145 , Rollins College, Winter ·
A
preview
of
the
Student
.CenNotable arp.ong the cast were the per- Park. The office is open from l p.m. to
ter's
production
of
the
Neil
formances given by Susan Diggins in 5 p.m. week da ys. ·
Simon
musi cal
com edy ,
the role of Viola /Cesario, and the trio
"Promises, Promises. " A look at
of Sir Toby Belch, Sir Andrew
Judy Wall
the directors, the cas~. the crew ..
Aguecheek and Fabian were hilarious.
Future Staff

FRIED CHICKEI

S PIECES/CHICKEN COLE SlAW
MASHED POTATOES/CRAW
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With This Coupon
Good Feb. 6-feb. 13·

I ,,.

I

2415ALOMAAVE. 671-1861
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E. COLONIAL & ALAF A YA TR.

PRESENTS
THIS FRIDAY & SATURDAy ·
(FEB. 6&7) · ·

-$1.89
.· 3-PIECE DINNER

1
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Al-Constantine Is Back In The Chicken Business! ,

ONE SHOT
COUNTRY ROCK
1
1
·I
I

THIS FRIDAY BETWEEN 9 & 10
ALL DRAFT BEER 50¢
SELECTED DRINKS 99¢

.:

!

273-1500

----------------------~~~

8p.m.

TIRED OF HIGH ALBUM PRICES?
LP'S $1.00 AND UP

.THE RECORD BIN
NEW & USED ALBUMS
EXCELLENT CONDITION
FREE 45 WITH $5.00 PURCHASE
BUY•SELL•TRADE
282-0255

185A S. SEMORAN

· 1 81.0CK N. OF E/W EXPRESSWAY
IN PANTRY PRIDE SHPG. CENTER
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(OPEN 1·6 MON.·SAT.)
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Tomorrows

in love with Viola instead: This makes
for one of the many delusions that
makes the improbC;lble plot so much
fun.

r ---------~-----·
THE - --------~~
FISH .
SHRIMP
CWSTERS .
ORIGINAL
CLAMS

ttt\tf-

designer Joe Ippolito, assistant theater
professor. The set design requires a
vyinch system from New York which
will create a revolving set. The system
automatically turns the set, making it
safer and more effident than turning it
by hand.

L

Channel24
11510 East Colonial Drive
Orlando, Florida 32817

·=-

.J

Feb. 9; 11, 23,
Mar. 2, 23, 2~, 30, Apr. 6, 8, 13, 20, 22, 27

TAPING SESSIONS
FREE·AUDIENCE TICKETS
AVAILABLE AT
CENTRALIZED SERVICES &
FASHION SQUARE TICKET AGENCY
Call 273~2300 for details
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Bookmarkers----------~----------

''The Official
Preppy Handbook''
edited by Lisa Birnbach
Workman Publishing
_,"The Official Preppy Handbook"
could have been named, ''Everything
You Always Wanted to Know about
Being Preppy b~t Were Afraid to Ask."
That, however, would have been too
passe for the book's pr~ppy readers.
Thev ignorr thP clichP (unlPss it's pn·ppy, ·then it's tradition) and demand
"the real tning. »
The handbook is a must for anyone ,
I

in today's society because, prep' or not,
we all have to deal with preppies. It's
easy to recognize them . They're the
people wearing · cotton button-down
Oxford shirts in every imaginable
.color, khaki-color pants and skirts, and
Sperry top-siders.
"' Reading "'J1w Official Prc11py:·
Handbook" will h<'lp th<' C'onfos(•d understand the preppy J1testyle and keep the
preps ~from thinking they're dorks (a
clumsy person who does not know prep
sayings and attitudes).
·
For those' who loath<· the pr<'ppy way
of I ife, the book pokes some · goodna tured humor at .those persons whQ
epitomize the preppy image and ;it

those books which pinpoint specific to go on a ~acation, how to bring up
"personal styles." ·
·
little preps, which sports to play, what
For those persons who already con- - to drink, how to party, how to lhink
sider themselves preps, it's an ·in- and what to own. It leaves nothing to
valuable tool because it tells them the imagination, if you're an aspiring
everything they need to know. Heaven prep. The handbook also describes the
forbid that the preppy does, owns .o r stages through which a tradit.i onal
wears anything uncharacteristic of his preppy progresses during a lifetime.
or her l.ifestyle. Much of what the book
As a whole, however, the book is a
says is true, and preps may recognize light-hearted, clever and entertaining
themselves and many of their friends in look at a lifestyle that has been with us
each section, thus some stories may for decades. "The Official Preppy
seem funnier than they might be to Handbook" is not "awesome" (prep
but it is
others.
for ." terrific , great"),
In the preppy handbook, readers can amusi~g .
Brooke Randolph
find out: how to dress, how to act, how
Contributing Writer
to speak official prep language, when

Campus Paperbaek Bestsellers.
1. "The Official Preppy HandM
book," edited by Lisa Birnbach.
(Workman, $3 :95) Making the
grade: humor.
2. "The Next Whole Earth
Catalog," edited by Stewart
Brand. (Point/Random House,
. $ 12. SO.) Ideas for the '80s.
3. "Godel, Escher, Bach," by
Douglas R. Hofstadter. (Vintage,
$8.95 .) Computer scientist's
theory of reality.
4."Still Life.with Woodpeck.e r,"

Jock

by Tom Roggins. (Bantam,
$6.95.) A sort of love story: fiction.
5. "A Field Guide to Birds, East
of the Rockies," by Roger. Tory
Peterson. (Houghton Mifflin,
$9.95.) Revised Classic.
Compiled by the Chronicle of
Higher Education from information supplied by college
bookstores throughout the country. Feb. 2; 1981
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snaps over
Valentine

gift.
Dear Ann:
Athletically I'm an AllAmerican. Romantically
I'm a nerd . I'm in love
with a fox. But the competition is rough. What'll I
give her for Valentine's Day?
Nervously Yours,
Chicken Hunk
Dear Chicken:
Don't punt. Send "her
flowers. It's probably the
best.play you ever made:
And the easiest.Just go to
your nearest FTD Florist.
He has the perfect
Valentine gift. A beautiful
bouquet that comes in a
special bud vase. Even
better, you can afford it.
Remember, when in
doubt, rely on the magic of
flowers. It's the only way a
chicken can catch a fox .
Good hunti~g.

. ... .

Helping you say it right.
The FTD Valentine Bud Vase is
usually available for less thar:
$10 00 As an independent
bus1rressman each FTD Florist
sets his own prices. Service
charges and delivery may be
add1t1onal 1981 Florists'
Transworld Delivery
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Foreign profs teach in UCF classrooms
.Scottish artist
takes place of
local talent
by Mike Griffin
Fubrelbllt

Scotland's loss is UCF's gain this
quarter thanks to the aquisiti()n of art
instructor Dr. George Donald.
Donald, professor at the College of
Art at Edinburgh, is participating in
an international exchange program
which sent UCF art profess.o r Steve
Lotz to Scotland.
Besides a sharing of artistic techniques, Donald sa·id he hopes to take
back to Scotland a simple understanding of the American form of teaching,
and its system of education.
He described the two nations' educational programs as extremely different.
"Edinburgh's approach to the arts is
less hurried. A student doesn't just take
a variety of courses over a ten week
quarter .
"Rather, he studies one facet of his
chosen field of endeavor until he is
ready to move on to the next," Donald
explained.
Donald likened the American system
to "cafeteria courses, a little of this, a
little of that."
"This means that an instructor is
responsible for combining a series of

subjects instead of concentrating on
just one," he said. ·
·
Donald said he is learning about
American cultur:e. Britons get a sense
of the American society through television and movies but living here has certainly become an experience, particularly in the Orlando area."
"Driving in ·your country is particularly enjoyable because the roads
are excellent and the Americans are
such excellent drivers," Donald said.
"l.t is amazing to see people actually
stop at a stop ·sign and drive 55 when
it's posted 55 ."
Donald was also impressed with the
plentiful supply of gasoline. "Petrol is
so inexpensive here that it makes no
sense to keep from driving." •Donald
pointed out that gas was well over $3 a
gallon in Scotland.

Dr. George Donald
~cottish Artist

Archaeologist
brings laurels
from Egypt
by Dana Trt'ftl
FuhreStaff

A winner of Egypt's highest award
in archaeology and history is a guest
professor at UCF. this quarter.
Dr. Gaballa Gaballa , professor of
Egyptology at Cairo University, is
visiting the United States as part of the
Foreign Curriculum Consultant Program.
He familiarized UCF students with
Egypt as a guest lecturer last quarter,
then extended his duties this term to
teach Ancient Egyptian Civilization.
With a quick smile and a rich accent
Gaballa explained his 1979 award,
presented by Egyptian president Anwar Sadat. "There are two awards
given each year-one for those who
have contributed something in their
lifetime--who
have
lots
of
acheivements-and the other to encourage the younger men to acheive."
Gaballa won the latter award and
explained, 'Tm 42, but they still considered me young."
From Florida to Nevada, Gaballa
has been impressed with the warmth of
the American people. He recalled the
friendliness of an Arizona cotton

Dr. G.A. Gaballa
Egyptian Instructor
grower he met during a summmer trip:
"In Egypt we are very interested in
cotton. So we stopped to look at the
cotton and the big machine they use to
harvest it.
"The next thing we know, they stopped the machine and the operator got
down and his foreman ·came around,"
Gaballa said. The men stopped their
work to explain the harvesting of cotton in terrain similar to Gaballa's
homeland.
"The Ame:r:ican people were kind,
generous, and friendly everywhere we
went," he said. "You have to appreciate this from someone with a
Mideast background.
"As a question to the American
public, why can't this be reflected in
politics? · Politicians are supposed to
reflect the will of the p~ople . "

**************** SH 0 P 0 VIE DO·***************
COUNTRYSIDE CO-OP
.••EVEIMHINC FOUND IN HEALTH FOOD STORES.~•
...VITAMINS, GRAINS, JUICES, HAIR & SKIN CARE...
- - - - w E MAKE SPECIAL ORDERs--15 ~ OFF
YOUR FIRST MONTH'S PU.RCHASES
WIJtl MEMBERSHIP f*iO PER YJAitl

~heck us!

.

Checking
with Interest

Close By...
... Close To Your Heart
At Oviedo Drug Store we have an
excellent selection of valentines,
candies and cosmetics for your ·
sweetheart-all only minutes away

OVIEl>O DRUG STORE
,95 Geneva Prive (Next to Meat World G~oce~) •

.A Rexall Store o"ned & operated by
the Jack Peiper Family.

.·
. ·

Our Interest Earning Checking Account really puts your money to work!

FIRSI
·

FEDE~•SEM1.oii

South-East Orlando /Oviedo/DeBary/ Longwood
Apopka/Winter Park/ F~rest ~ityI Orange City/ Sanford

F~ture-
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SPORTS
Knights· slam-dunk rival Rollins, 105-77
by Vince -C otroneo
FubreStafl

It was billed as the crafty master against the
new kid on the block. Gene "Torchy" Clark,
UCF's first and only basketball mentor; matching
wits with Tom Klusman, · Rollins' former
" Cincinnati Kid" and now first-year head coach.
The game was a mismatch from the beginning.
The tipoff was at 7:30 p.m. and one minute
later the Knights had a 2-0 lead they would never
relinquish as UCF toppled crosstown rival
Rd"llins, 105-77.
Rollins' top two shooters, · Craig Koppleman
and Stu Colling, never got off the ground. Thanks
to UCF's box and one ~efense, .which featured
Roland Ebron, Koppelman and Colling could only muster 24 points between them.
The Knights quickly jumped out to a 13-0 advantage as the Tars didn't get their first score until 13:43 was left in the half. At that point, for all
practical purposes, the game was already over.
- Two new players took to center stage for the
Knights in their victory. Willie Edison, a junior
college transfer from Wadley, Ala. was UCF's
high man with 22 points, including a perfect
eight for eight from the floor. In addition, rookie
center Jeff Dorschner turned in ·a performance
worthy of a wily old -veteran. The freshman
pumped in 14 points, but more importantly
hauled down 13 rebounds in the best game of his

young Knight career.
Edison was followed by Jim "Spiderman"
Beachum with 21 points and Ebron with 19. On
three consecutive occasions, Beachum brought
the crowd to its feet with a dunk, and two layups.
After trailing 39-20 at the half, the Tars hoped
to get back in the contest by fouling UCF. Instead, the ·Knights converted 33 of 50 freebies to
ice the vi~tory.
The Knights now hold the series lead between
the two teams 10-9. The next meeting for these
squads is on Feb. 18 in the Enyart Alumni
Fieldhouse on the Rollins campus.
Wednesday night the Knights faced Sunshine
State Conference foe Biscayne. The last time the
two teams met in Miami, UCF edged Biscayne in
a 74-73 thriller. Although this most recent encounter didn't go down to the wire, the fan.s in the
UCF gym were treated to a show.
Torchy Clai:k was thrown out of the contest
with seven-and-a-half minutes to play in the first
half as the Knights used a second half surge to
win their 16th game of the year against three
losses by stopping the Bobcats 95-83 .
·
· All five starters hit double figures, led by Jim
Beachum's 28 points. With _the game tied 40-40
at the half, the Knights used a 12-2 surge at the
start of the second half to dispose of the Bobcats
and preserve their third place national ranking.

Wrestlers run away with state title
~y

Vince Cotroneo

FubreStafl

For the third straight year, the UCF Knights
captured the Florida Intercollegiate Wrestling
Tournament last Friday in the UCF gym. Joe
_Corso's squad easily outdistanced all opponents,
scoring 92 1/2 points. In second place . was.
Brevard Community College with 541/2
points, followed by Broward Community College with 43 1/ 2 points. Florida International
University was fourth with 24 , while Miami failed to score.
Of the ten weight classes, the Knights placed
eight grapplers in the finals, winning seven of the
eight. Gary Gates was named Outstanding
Wrestler for the tourney in the 126-lb. class.
UCF entered , the tournament with a dual
match record of 5-6. But that didn't worry Corso
who realized the injuries and tough competition
his squ·a d had been through.
"A number of our younger wrestlers have done
an outstanding job filling in for our injured
veterans," he said. "They had some tough Division I competition before state and that helped
them prepare."
·
The Knights ran through the opening three

classes with little difficulty. David Stanley won
the 118 lb.-class by default. Gates easily overcame Steve Benotto of Broward, 19-5. Then Ron
Miller shut out opponent Jim Shortway .of
·
Brevard, 14-0.
Mqrk Geary of UCF dropped a tough decision
in the 150 lb. finale as Bobby Rome of Brevard
edged him 10-9. From there, Trey Baker and Jon
Meyers captured the I 58-lb. and the 167-lb.
classes respectively. Duane Ullrich took his
match to the limit and then some, finally pinning
Brevard's Ron Anno 45 seconds into overtime.
In the heavyweight division, Brian Parker gave
UCF a fitting finish to the tournament by pinning
Troy Gallant 3:29 into the match.
Corso's team is now gearing for the regional
contest, which the Knights won last year.
"Our regional will be very tough," Corso
pointed oQt. "Qur toughest competition will
come from Pembroke State, which we have split
with this year. Some of our wrestlers will be competing with All-Americans from a year ago. It
will be a struggle for first place."
Before the regionals,(Feb.' 13-14) at Pembroke
.::itate) th~ ....:nights have a match against three
Divis~ort I opponents--East Carolina State,
Virginia Tech and Applachian .State in Greenville, North Carolina tomorrow.

UCF's ·Roland ~bron-.slams the hair through the
net for two of his · 19 points ~gainst crosstown rival
Rollins Saturday night in the UCF gym.
\

·Tough Georgia Stale
trounces Lady Knights .
Division I Georgia State lived up to
its national ranki'ng reputation, handing the Lady Knights their seventh loss
of the season 75-56 in women's basketball action Monday. n~ght.

K.night wrestler Trey Baker maintains control over his Titan opponent during action in Friday's state tournament.
1
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UCE jumped out to a 14-7 lead in the
opening minutes of play, but turnovers
and some sharp shooting enabled the
visitors to edge ahead 17-16 with seven
minutes remaining in the first· half.
Twenty-three turnovers by the Lady
Knights and 16 steals by Georgia State,
as well as the absence of several
pla yers due to injuries and illnesses,
proved too much for UCF as the
visitors went on to secure a win
The only two UCF players to break
into double figures were Meg Fahey,
who pumped in 27 points, an<l Mary
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Holapa, who added 18. Freshman Linda Battle led the squad in rebounds
with 11.
"I felt we played pretty well against
a· good team," pointed. out Knight
coach Sharon Adamson. "As far as
technique and turnovers were concerned, it was one of our worst games. But I
·credit the kind of ball we played to the
caliber of the team we played against.
Georgia State is the best team in the
state of Georgia."
The Lady Knights, now 10-7, have
just five games remaining before the
state tournament Feb. 26-28 at
Be~hune-Cookman. Five of the squad's
seven losses, however, have been to
Division I schools. As a result, the Lady
Knights are currently ranked second in.
the state.
·

.Future-February ~' I 981

Football Coach Selection Nears
Head football coach Don Jonas announced this week that the selection of a new
assistant coach has been narrowed. to three ·choices.
The remaining qmdidates are Dave Evans, Gordon Weidow and Sam~y Weir.
A final decision is expected by the end of the week.

ll I

I
Il

Women's Tennis Team Upsets Stetson
In their opening dual match of the season the Lady Knights stunned nationallyranked Stetson by edging out a 5-4 win in women's tennis action.
The event was filled with tensiqn as Jill Soderberg, Brigitte Pascual, and the
doubles team of Soderberg and Jo Moncrieff all had to endure the pressure of
tiebreakers to win their matches. Other winners were Susan Rushing and the
doubles team of Joan Hobgood and Pascual.
·
Men's Tennis Tea~ tl_osts Conference Tourney· ·
Today the. UCF's men's tennis team hosts the final day of the Sunshine State
Conference.tournament, at the tennis courts near the pool.
Led by new coach Van Gladfelter, the Knights were faced this yeai: with a big
job of rebuilding. "We lost some highly recruited players, but this bunch is a gro~p
of fighters," pointed out the head coach. "They came into the season a little bit
overconfident but now they realize it's going to take more time at practice, and
they' re doing it."
The squad is 1-2 on the season, defeating Florida Institute of Technology and
losing to Rollins and Florida Southern.
This Week in Sports
·
Feb. 10--Baseball--Indian River CC--Horne--3:15 p.m.
Feb. IO--Women's Tennis--Flagler--Horne--2 p.m.
Feb. 11--Men's Basketball--Eckerd--Home--7:30 p.m.
Feb. 12--Women's Tennis--Tampa--Home--2 p.m.

Bowling Tournament
This year's Intramural Bowling tournament will be held at Colonial Lanes at 1
p.m. Feb 14. Entries for individuals or four-person men's, women's, or co-ed
teams are due by Thursday at the Recreational Services Office. Cost for the threegame tourney is 80 cents per game with no charge for shoes.
Racquetball Ladder Tourney
Today is the last day to sign up for the Recreational Services' Racquetball ladder Lady Knight Joan Hobgood prepares to return the ball against
tourney. Call Ext 2408 for information.
Rollins in women's tennis ~ction Saturday.
-----------------------

---

t7-92 &CANDAcEDRIVE
Y2MILE N. OF
MAITlANDINTERCHANCE
FERN PARK
PHONE: 834-6300

· •SUNDAY•
.$2.00 PITCHERS/35¢ DRAFT All DA-I

•TUESDAY•
IADIES DRINK FREE/NO COVER

•HAPPY HOUR •
4:30-8:00 DAILY
$2.00 PITCHERS
•MONDAY•
$2.00 PITCHERS/NO COVER

____ •.
.
.
----------------~--------

SPORTING GOODS
FACULTY & STUDENTS
20% ()FF ALL
Skates
10% OFF W/SCHOOL l.D.
ADIDAS CLOTHING
Trophies
ALL ITEMS IN STORE
W/THIS AD
1------- We Do Club Jerseys & Lettering -------4
Raquetball Equip.ment

•WEDNESDAY•

.
FREE BEER/
MEN $4.00 COVER-LADIES $3.00

•THURSDAY•FRIDAY•SATURDAY•
ROCK 'N ROU/*lOO COVER
APPEARING THIS WEEK: RACER

JACK BILLINGHAM• RON CAYLL'• TERRY WILLIAMS
BUTLER PLAZA
1487 E. SEMORAN BLVD.
CASSELBERRY
PHONE: (305) 677-5112
COACHES: 677-5122

·Etonic

THESE3 OR 2
YEAR SCHOLAR·
C
SHIPS COVER FULL , ' ,
TUITION, BOOKS, ;
LAB FEES AND UP
0
TO $1,000 A YEAR
IN ~IVING EXPENSES! FOR
FULL DETAILS,
SEE YOUR.ARMY
ROTC PROFESSOR
OF MILITARY
SCIENCE.

FIND OUT ABOUT A FULL TUITION ARMY
ROTC SCHOLARSHIP! THERE ARE 6,500
SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE ·To QUALIFIED
STUDENTS, WITH MORE ON THE WAY.

@Aro\vROIC.

WE ARE ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS NOW!
· CALL: 275-2430 OR STOP BY OUR OFFICE
, '
, ' ,'

HUNT OLUB CORNERS
550 HUNT CLUB BLVD.
APOPKA
PHONE: (305) 862·4488
COACHES: 862-4489
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Co)Jege
Graduates
BECOME A LAWYER'S ASSISTANT.
• Program approved by American Bar Association.
• Day or Evening classes available.
• Employment assistance.

t

·

V
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on Monday, Fob. 18, from 9:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon at the
Placement Office to moot Jntorestod student/I. For more
lnlorm1aon contact the Pl-.comenl Office or The National
Center for Paralegal Training , 3378 Peachtree Road, NIE,
Suite 430, Aaanta , Georgia 30328, (404) 268-1060.

Address _

I

Phone

_

s1a1a _

I~'::
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I
I
I

I

_ __ _ _

City

0 SPRING DAY
fib . 9 ·May 8

0 SUMMER DAY
June 11 - Sept. 8

0 SPRING EVE
Mu. 17 - Sept. 19

z;p_.

0 FALL DAY
Sept. 17 - Det. 15

0 FALL EVE

Oct. 20 - M3)' 8

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING

I

3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060
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While the White House was being
tom apart, one broken man was
being put back together.

R8~ ·

... the

tnie story of Ch.ules Colson

February 8, 1981
7:00 P.M.
FIRST BAPTIST
CHURCH
-OF OVIEDO
45 W. Broadway
Oviedo, Florida
Dr. Wm. R. Marr, Pastor
l'rints by CF I
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Amerlcan
Heart
Association

,.............. :
WE 'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

Name

I

:• _ . ,. ____ARMY NAVY STORE

People·
of all ages die of
heart disease
and stroke.
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210 W. MICHIGAN:
ORLANDO,--FLA. 32806
(305 ,_ 843-432Q

Camouflage Shirts• Camouflage Pants.-Camping E-quipment• Co.mpasses •Clothing
Machettes •Combat Boots• Blue Jeans
Tarps•.K napsacks
··
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CO~E IN ~ND BROWSE AROU"D

II •~***************. **********************.
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Correctly fill~in ·
the blanks and
.
1
bring to your
nearest Taco Viva
1
1
to receive a
FREE SOFT DRINK
I
with any purchase. .

One of the year's 10 best.
-Time

I·
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: TACO.·:
I VtVA I
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"The Late Night Spot"
In Winter Park Mall
Open Nlshtly tlll 11:00 ·
Friday & Saturday tlll 12:00

I
I
I
I
I
I

.,

Cllp & redeem at any Taco Viva

L

EXPIRES:2/20/81

" NOW SHOWING!
2-~~Q:§:OQ-8:00· 10:0_0
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axe
TAPE
SALE

®

.ATTENTION SCIENCE
AND ENGINEERING
MAJORS!

I

TO -CELEBRATE OUR RELOCATION TO 2615 LEE
ROAD {NEAR 1-4) ALL MAXEL BLANK TAPE iS ON
SALE FOR 25% OFF OUR EVERYDAY LOW PRICES!
PLUS--YOU'LL' RECEIVE A FREE SAMPLER ALBUM
FOR EVERY 4 CASSETTES YOU PURCHASE!
CHOOSE ROCK, JAZZ OR CLASSICAt BUT HURRY.,
'CAUSE QUANTITIES ARE LIMITED! SALE PRICES IN.
EFFECT THROUGHOUT FEBRUARY.
:

The Air Force has openings for young men and women majoring in
selected science and engineering fields. Like Aeronautical, Aerospace,
General and Electrical Engineering, Mathematics, Physics and Computer Technology.
To help prepare for one of these, Air Force ROTC offers two and
four-year programs of study which will defray some of your college
costs .
After completion of the AFROTC requirement, and upon your
graduation, you'll be commissioned an officer in the Air Force. Then
comes responsibility, experience in your specialty with some of the
best people and facilities in the world, and a mission with a purpose.
You'll ,get excellent starting salary, medical and dental care, 30 days
vacation with pay beginning your first year, and more.
Look into the Air Force ROTC program right away. See whaes in it
for you. See how you can serve your country in return .

Professor of Aerospace Studies
General Classroom Bldg. Suite 319
University of Central Florida
(305) 275:02264

I

2615 LEE ROAD (NEAR 1-4) 629-0036

BOTC

Gateway to a great way of life.
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OPINION.
Professors shOuld be aware of student ·withdrawals
Late yesterday afternoon the Faculty Senate Ad
Hoc committee met ·to begin making recommendations on the grade change situation involving a
U:CF basketball player. The e11.tire situation hurts the
university's prestige, but hopefully if the committee
makes the proper recommendations, the injury will
not be too severe. One can only hope that the outcome will prevent the situation from happening
again.
Two important recommendations need to be made
regarding the withdraw] policy.
The first is that withdrawls made past the withdrawal deadline must involve consultation with the
faculty member concerned. Presently the withdrawal
student's professor is not even notified . No one knows
better than the professor .how hard the student tried,
or if he' even came to class.
What right d<;>es the associate \lice' president of
academic affairs have to decide whether a student ·is
worthy of a withdrawal, especially without being
required to investigate the student's circumstances?
Secondly, t_here is a well-defined deadline, but there
is no deadline for the special cases which merit late
withdrawals. There needs to be a limit to ·how long a
student can get a withdrawal after the withdrawal
deadline. Unless the stude'nt were .trapped on a deser-

ted island or something similar there is no reason why
he or she can't get in touch with an adviser or a
faculty member sometime before t~e end of the quarter.
When the basketball player here was withdrawn by
the associate vice president of academic affairs, Dr.
Tohn Bolte, he was irranted the l::itP consirlPration

three weeks after the quarter ended.
Thus far, the Faculty Senate, Dr. Leslie .Ellis and
the Ad Hoc Committee have acted swiftly and in a
fashion of which this university should be proud. We
can only hop that this progress will continue so the
situation can be avoided in the future.
Laura Hoffman

LeSSEE'···· ~o~ MAA1 f'~ \,\.lit)W~
PO~ A (;QAb6 C~oe . V.lOLA~~N~
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Letters to the Editor

Yearbook editor quit•, blames Marchena
To the Students and Student Government of UCF:
At present, your yearbook is without
an editor. I have taken a leave of absence, as I am not being permitted to
carry out what I feel.are my duties and
responsibilities as yearbook editor.
Student Beefy Vice President Marcos
Marchena, has appointed himself
yearbook chairman. To the best ©f my
knowledge, he has had· very little or no
experience in yearbook. publication.
He has interfered with the efficiency
with which the yearbook staff and
photographers can prepare and
publish the book. UI).til this situation is
remedied, it is useless for the yearbook
to have two editors. Although I am
more qualified, I will cede my position

to my more politically powerful
associate unless the yearbook staff is
allowed to do the job it has volunteered
to do without interference from the
Student Government liasion, also
known as yearbook chairman, Marcos
Marchena.
Mr. Marchena and his associate
ha'-ve arranged phot9 sessions on sho~t
notice without clearance . from the
photography editor; overridden
creative decision, essentially censoring
the yearbook ' withheld information
necessary for the smooth publication
of
the
yearbook .
assigned.
photographers against the wishes of
the editor and photography editor ·
and attempted to take over the yearbook editor's and staff's responsibilities, thus n:aking it impossible for
the yearbook staff to function in thefr

various duties.
On various occasions, we have tried
ro cprrect the situation i:?y bringing it
to the direct attention of the student
body vice president. Unfortunately, all
of the attempts have failed:
I am making this public statement of
grievances because, I_believe it is your
right as students and yearbook pUTchasers to be aware of these situations.
I will return to my position as yearbook editor when I receive written
assurance that my staff and I will have
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born right of all persons; not just
Americans or Floridians, but all persons or · every sex, color,' creed and
nationality.
The whole purpose of a state university system is to provide bountiful and
affordable education to all.
The enroltment cap defeats this nob!~
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Editor-in-Chief

.f1Ji1Jrfl
University of
Central Florida
\. ·

Laura J. Hoffman
Business Ma nager .
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BOR's decision stifles
educational system

Editor:
Where lies the potential of a man if
not in his education? The. recent
decision by the Board of Regents to
curtail enrollment of new students for
the spring .quarter is, by far, the worst
detriment to Florida's educational
·
process in recent decades.
.
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~~~~!~H~~-i,e ~,i".red fo~ the i~e. Letters m~st .hear t~~ writer'~·
privilege, rather it is a right possessed
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full authority in the format, photo content and set-up, and written content of
the yearbooks.
It seems logic~l to me that the persons who publish the yearbook should
be yearbook staff members who know
what . they are doing, rather than
Student Government members who
have no yearbook knowledge or experi~nre.

Editorial Staff

..

Doug Marks, assistant managing editor; Kathleen
. -Foronda, mtertainmmt editor; Patti Linzy, sports
editor; Dana Treen, associate editor; Kevin
Mason, photo editor.

Business.Staff

Darla Kinnpy ScolPs, adt·~rtising managPr; fran Trabal,
production managPr; Davp Stroud. salPs managPr; A<·count
repn·~1·11tatiVf'S; Lynn Bowin,' Michele navis, Dave Henderson,
Randi Hill. · Laura Monk. T;, O'Connor, Dinah Tompkins;
Production staff Nancy Buonpane, MPlaniP Erirkson, Wanda ·
G<irfiPld, Trary Rosof; Circulation: Barbara Coµ•ell;, Studl'Tlt
assistant, Lisa KPndrick, SPcrptary, Ann Hadflycis

objective. If the BOR wants to increase
the quality of this and other universities it should invest more funds in
them. By limiting the enrollment numbers BOR is preventing UCF the opportunity to grow, not in the form of
new buildi.ngs but in the form of new
minds and intellects.
The population of Central Florida
has been denied the chance to learn,
and has therefore been stripped of a
certain amount of dignity. The future
of this sinall, universaHy insignificant, planet depends. on the educational ·
level of .our generation. Let's hope the
fut.u re isn't forsaken for the aquisition
of a few parking spaces.
John Trexler

The Future is published weekly, fall, winter
and spring and biweekly in th~ summer at
the University of Central Florida. It is writte~ and edited by students of the University
with offices in the Art Complex on Libra
Drive.
Opinions eip'r<>ssed in the Future are thosr->
of the editor or the writer of the article, and
not neassarily those of the Board of
Publications, University Administration, or
Board of Regents.
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Americans come first- no Iranians at ·UCF
Editor:
In response to Hoffman's editorial
about the current enrollment problem
and Iranian and Foreign students I
have but two questions. _
Why should marginal American
students be frozen from admitt;;ince (by
raising entrance requirements, etc.)
and be denied a chance to expand their
learning and intelligence, just to

benefit a foreign people (especially
ones from Iran, with its track record)?
Doesn't it make greater sense to
educate Americans and Floridians
than to use our resources to advance
foreign nations or a few foreign
students?
At a time :when we need every crumb
of effort and intelligence to save our
own countr.Y from its current

disastrous social and economic situa- and better educate their own people.
tion, we need to leave behind some of Let's not deny our people a chance to
our liberal, romantic, idealistic, im- grow and. benefit America.
mature ideas of what is 'fair' and rearI find it hard to believe that UCF's
range our priorities according to reali- ,academic reputation will suffer as a
ty before it is too late.
result. Perhaps Hoffman might feel
What. is American is for Americans, differently if she were personally faced
first and foremost.
with the current enrollment problem.
Let Iran ~nd the others use their oil
assets to build their own universities
D . Carr

American : rw~r;:sv ~·
diplomacy
NEW l· RA~IAN ~\\//~
found
TRACK RECOR\).!.1
humorous ,

J:::V\\ \\C\\GU,~'

~

Editor:
Ah, l 9BO. What a year. for politics!
Banished as I am, to the Florida
colony, I sor:netimes amuse myself by
meditating upon American diplon:iacy.
American diplomacy . A gross contradiction as any rational man can see.
Really now, 444 days! Diplomacy
should be handled by the experts in the
M9ther country. The utter faiiure. of
the State · Department is evidentl y
merely the end result of a society of
Tab drinkers and yogurt eaters.
Resume eating steak Americans, at
least it gave you some character.
There is hope, America , for' it seems
the masses have torn themselves from
that rugby-oriented game long enough
to foll-ow the . elite lead; The Vulgar
Herd had chosen a true aristocrat to
rule them.
Crito Politicus

~
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AttentiOn
University Boulevard will be
closed from Econlockhatchee
Trail to Alafaya Trail for three
weeks starting Thursday dtte to
construction. For more informatio~ call X-2766 or X-2191.

FOOD * BEER *WINE * GAMES

ADMIT ONE FREE (SUN. THRU l;HUR.)
AQMITTWOFORONE .(FRI.&SAT.)
Now Playing ...

Divine Madness & Monty Python's Holy Grail
CONWAY SHOPPING CENTER

(Next to Sheiks & DuffsJ

SHOWTIMES: 7:30 & 9:45 MIDNIGHT FRI. & SAT.

Next Movie... Gone With the Wind
•.;;_:-;·;·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:t:!:~!=~~~=!=~=~~~=!:!:!~~;:::~:~;::~::••
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PHOTO CONTEST RULES i::~

Onlyblack and white prin" sxi

or larger with borders
will be accepted. ·
2. Current UCF students, faculty and staff
only_are eligible.
3 Future newspaper staff members
are not eligible.
4. Photos may be of any subje<;t as
long as they are in good taste.
5. There is no limit to the number of
entries each individual may submit.
6. Photos must be submitted with the
following information taped to the back
of each photo: Name, social security
number, college, major, and phone number.
7. Winning phot0s will be published in the
FUTURE

.
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BENEFI.
C IAL 11\TCOME.T AX SERVICE
.
I
499 State Rd-. 434, ·Alt. Springs
1
132 E ..Hwy. 436, Casselberry
1
2oo·E. Colonial Dr. Orlando
;
5127 W. Colonial Dr·., Pine Hills
I
515 N. Semoran.Blvd., Azalea Park
COME SEE WHAT YOU'VE BEEN MISSING! ·
I
I

I
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I o~~
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LUNCH SPECIAL

l l-3 MON.-FRI.
FREE DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
WITH SANDWICH
ROAST BEEF, HAM, TURKEY,
CORNED BEEF,·PASTRAMI
FROM$.1.99
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8. Entries must be submitted before
::·~~
~
12 p.m. Feb. 6, 1981 in order to be
;::
::::
considered for the contest. Submit
·: .
::::
photos to the FUTURE editorial office.
=:::
::::
9. Photos may be picked up at the
::::
·:::. FUTURE editorial office anytime after .;:::
~:::~.• '
Feb. 20, 1981
••;;:f
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Dear Editor:
This is long overdue, but I wish to te!J
the members of the UCF Marching
Band what a swell job they did during
the football season. Although I was,
and still am, opposed to the spending
of the money by Student Government
for the band. It was gratifying that the
community came through with their
support. Again I say a job well done.
Stephen P. Rusk

'-',,_.r"'-1) tONWA.Y
t;:h
. CINEMA
(~a&'
TAVERN
';,~t\1~~®

Marching
band
commended
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9:00-1 :00/2:00-5:00 Knight Rm. (Cafeteria)

Feb. 9

Feb. 10 9:00-1:00/2:00-5:00
9:00-1 :00/2:00-5:00

Feb. 11

v

COME TO THE

YEARBOOK PHOTO SESSIONS
popular srLes For less than 80 cents each.) Then, when you come .
lo the photo session, bring your money or a check made payable
lo Th e Image Works with you. Please Note : arrangements must be
made for payment at the time the portrait is taken.

WE'LL BE USING THESE PHO-TOGRAPHS in the yearbook, so
make sure you show up al one of the sessions. Your yearbook
portrait will be included in the yearbook at no cost.
AT THE PHOTO SESSION, you will be given the opportunity to
order additional prints or your portrait . The Image Works, a
nationally-known photography studio, wi ll be taking all portraits
with their professio nal studio equipment, so flattering natural
portraits are guaranteed. _Your beautiful, natural-color portraits
make terrific gifts, so you 'II want to be sure to order enough for
all your family and fri ends. Here's how -

. THE IMAGE WORKS GUARANTEES that you will be delighted
with whichever portrait package you order. But if you are not
100% satisfied after receiving your selection, simply return within
10 days and you will receive a full refund. So there's no reason
not to take adva ntage or this chance to. get fine prints at super

SIMPLY DECIDE which of the value-packed portrait packages
offered below best suits your needs. (The popular Photographer 's
Choice Portrait Pak, for e'.lample, offers 39 photos in a variety of

P.S . Remember, there is no risk. Satisfaction is guaranteed or
you receive a full refund.

savin~s.

s¥ .
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CHECK m PORTRAIT ra
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Photographer's
Choice
Portrait Pak

CHECK

$30.95

HERE

TO
DROER

D

., .•

2 - SxlO
6 - 5x7
2 - 3x5 ·
24 - Wallets

I
j

I
i
l

1.

!

823.95

CHECK
HERE
TO
ORDER

1

j

The Deluxe
Portrait Pak

D

The Thrifty
Portrait Pak

CHECK
HERE
TO
ORDER

4
5x7
4 - 3x5
4 - wa"llets
4 - Y, wallets

$13.95

I

•••••

CHECK
HE Rf
TO

Ill

2
6

D

mad~

s16.95

1 - 8 x 10

••••

Wallet
Specials

$l5 .95

'I

2 - 3 )( 5
8 - Wallets
4 - Yi wallets

-

C H ECK
HERE
TO
ORDER

If ordered
scpardtely:

Payment for portraits can be

CHECK
HERE
TO •
ORDER

4 - 5x7

24 Wallets with

5x7
3x5

The Variety
[ ] Portrait Pak

$19.95

:!~:E: "
3x5
- Wallets
-: V2 wallets

Portrait Pak
$9.95

ORDER

The Maxi
Portrait Pak

- 8 x 10
5x 7

I I The Economy

·l__QJ
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fOR THESE CHECK-A-PAK OFFERS
AT SPECIAL LOW St:HOOL PRICES:

. ..

11111'

i:···.....................................................

·····~~:

TEN DAY
;l
1: UNCONOITIONAU
~.-_.: GUARANTEE :.1.: :

i:

:·

Yo ur Satisfaction Is
Unconditionally Guaran·

i·~=~'.:~~:.~:~:~:,

by cash, Master Card or VISA, or check.

•·

• THIS IS THE ONLY PHoTo SESSION

Pl.ANNED-]l5 THEREI
• YOUR PHOTO IS INCLUDED IN
THE YEARBOOK- FREE'
• ADDITIONAL POSES AND .
PRINTS AVAILABLE !

DATE

HOURS

LOCATION

Feb. 12
Feb. 13

9:00-1 :00/2:00-5:00
9:00-1 :00/2:00-5:00

~night

Rm.

(Cafeteria)

• PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

COLOR PHOTOGRAPHS!
SfNJOf!S:Col'lt: fOTH£ PHOTo SES51otJ5 D~tN'6 THE HOVF\S S.HOWl'J A80Vf".

-LAMBDA CHI-ALPHA
FRATERNITY
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE
THE FOLLOWING NEW BROTHERS
RICKY ANDERSON·
SAM JOSEPH
ANDY DiLORETO
BILL McAFFEE
JIMMcCOWNJEFF FLEMING
KEN FURTON
JOHNNY MADISON
·MIKE HARKRIDER
MIKE MAN.G LARDI
.
.
TIM HAYES
RICK POTTER
JOHN HUEC.K EL.
LOU SALZANO
MARK THOMAS
CHUCK: JACKS.ON
MIKE VINE
.

